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To go directly to the slides and commentary, click here. 

When we launched our Hematologic Oncology Update audio series several years ago, 
one of the first investigators I interviewed was Dr Hagop Kantarjian, and from the 
moment he began to answer what must have seemed like sophomoric questions, I was 
transfixed and almost held my breath in anticipation of his every response.

During my most recent chat with this MD Anderson legend, we focused on three 
groundbreaking ASCO presentations on CML, all of which he coauthored. Two of these 
studies have been subsequently published in The New England Journal (Dr K was first 
author on one), along with a thought-provoking editorial by Charles Sawyers.

For almost a decade, imatinib has been the pillar of CML treatment, and while the 
agent produces an approximately 65 percent one-year complete cytogenetic response 
rate and a major improvement in overall survival, there is room for improvement. 
This possibility became potentially achievable when significant activity was observed 
with the more potent second-generation TKIs, nilotinib and dasatinib, in patients with 
disease progression on imatinib.

In response to these important data, several front-line trials were initiated with 
these agents. For each of these trials, a key endpoint was major molecular response 
— defined as a three-log reduction of BCR-ABL from baseline (99.9 percent). The first 
to report was a study of nilotinib versus imatinib unveiled in December at ASH 
and then updated at ASCO, where a similar trial comparing dasatinib to imatinib 
was also presented. The bottom line is that both of these agents produced superior 
12-month complete cytogenetic and major molecular responses along with clinically 
significant reductions in transformation to accelerated phase or blastic crisis. 
Dr Kantarjian noted that these impressive findings involve early surrogate endpoints 
and it will be critical to look at three- to five-year event-free survival. Following closely 
is yet another TKI, bosutinib, which as we heard at ASCO proved to have significant 
activity in patients with disease progression on TKIs. The Phase III up-front comparison 
to imatinib is due to report very soon.

Dr Kantarjian agrees with Dr Sawyers’ editorial that a key issue moving forward will be 
the one to two percent a year of patients on TKIs who develop new mutations in the 
BCR-ABL binding site — particularly T315I lesions, which result in resistance to TKIs. 
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For these important patients, the key may be to add new agents to the TKIs, and a 
number are in development.

Next up on 5-Minute Journal Club: Another fascinating example of oncogene addiction 
and TKIs: EML4-ALK and crizotinib in non-small cell lung cancer... and more.

Neil Love, MD 
Research To Practice 
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